INTRODUCTION The Internet connects thousands of Antonomous Systems (ASS) owrated by different Internet Service Providen: (ISPs),
ISP, about 20% of chosen AS paths are longer than the shortest AS paths and AS paths can be inflated by as long as 4 AS hops. From the tier-2 ISP, at least 55% of chosen AS paths are longer than the shortest AS paths and AS paths can be inffated by as long as 6 AS hops. From the tier-3 ISP, more than 22% of chosen AS paths are longer than the shortest AS paths and AS paths can be inflated by as long as 5 AS hops. In order to understand the overall extent of AS path inflation, we collect statistics on all chosen AS paths that are visible from the Route View server. In particular, we find that about 20% of AS pain take longer paths than the shortest AS paths and AS paths can beinflatdbyaslongas 10AShops
We present two typical muting policies to show the extent to which an AS path can be inflated by the routing policies. The fin1 routing policy assumes that each AS obeys commercial agreements w i t h its neighboring ASS. Commercial agreements between pain of ASS can be classified into customer-provider, pcering, and sibling [3] To quantify the difference behveen the chosen AS path length and the shortest AS path length from the tier-l ISP, we plot the number of ASS whose paths from the tier-l ISP are inflated by a fixed number in Figure I . The plot shows that about 20% of ASS whose paths from the tier-l ISP are inflated by at least one AS hop, and AS paths can be inflated by as long as 4 AS hops. Figure 2 shows the distribution of inflation with respect to the shortest AS path. We see that most AS path inflations occur within AS path length I to 4. Most AS paths are inflated by one hop. In addition, we see that the tier-1 ISP is at most 6 AS hops to any AS in the shortest path while it can be as long as 8 hops in the chosen path.
In Figure 3 , more than 55% of AS pairs have a longer chosen AS path than the shortest AS path, and AS path from the tier-2 ISP can be inflated by as long as 6 AS hops. Figure4 shows that f" the tier-2 ISP, most inflations occur within AS path length I.to 5, and the chosen AS paths can be as long as 10 hops from the tier-2 ISP while the shottest AS paths are at most 6 hops. Note that the AS path inflation is more significant for the tier-2 ISP than for the tier-I ISP. This means that a tier-2 ISP might be affected by routing policies more severely than a tier-l ISP is.
In Figure 5 , more than 22% of AS pairs have a longer chosen AS path than the shortest AS path and AS paths can be inflated by as long as 5 AS hops. Note that although AS path idation is severer f" the tier-3 ISP than from the tier-l ISP, it appars that AS path inflation is comparable with that f" the tier-2 ISP and from the tier-3 ISP. Figure 6 shows that most AS path idations occur within AS path length 2 to 6. We see that chosen AS paths can be as long as IO AS hop$ while the shortest AS path is at most 7 AS hops. AS path idation which wc observe above is derived from one vantage point, such as a tier-I ISP. Now we invesitage AS path inflation from multiple vantage points. We select those AS pairs whose chosen paths are visible from the Route V i m routing table. Figure 7 shows about 20% of AS pairs have a longer chosen AS path than the shortest AS path and AS path canbeinflatedbyaslongas IOAS hops. InFigure8,weseethat ChosenASpathscan beaslongas 13 hopswhile theshortest AS paths are at most 7 hops. Since the majority peers of the Route V i m server are tier-l ISPs, the result can be biased towards tier-I providers. The extent of AS path inflation for all AS pairs can be larger than we can see from the discrepany between the nontier-l ISPs and the tier-1 ISPs. In the next section, we c o n h this by measuring AS path inflation resulted fmm two typical routing policies for all AS pairs.
Ill. AS PATH INFLATION B Y TWO ROUTING POLICIES
We can see that the extent of AS path inflation varies from ISPs to ISPs. Because not all ISPs are willing to meal their routing policies, it is hard to get an overall picture of the AS path inflation. We derive AS path inflation by assuming two typical routing policies in this section. We fim present the two routing policies that conform to commercial conhactuai agree- 
A. Two RoutingPolicies
Routing policies typically conform to the relationships between ASS. A customer pays its provider for connectivity to the rest of the Intemet. A pair of peers agree to exchange traffic hetween their respective customers Free of charge. An AS pair has a sibling-sibling relationship if it has a mutual-transit a m e n t to provide wnnectivity to the rest of the Intemet for each other. To derive AS relationships, we use the algorithm presented in No-Yolley-nnd-P~~er-Cusromer Routing Policy: In addition to theno-valleyroutmgpolicy. an AStypicallychmsesa customer route over a mute via a provider or peer since an ISP does not have to pay its customers to carry traffic, and tends to avoid the traffic congestion at peering exchange points. For example, in Figure9,ASpaths(2,3,4)and(2,6,3,4) areno-valleypaths,and AS2 will prefer the AS path (2,3,4) via customer AS3 instead of peer AS6 to reach AS4 Note that we chwse the shortest AS path policy in the two routing policies since this can only undmstimate AS path inflation by the routing policies. In reality, it is possible for ASS to have more complicated policies (e.g., for traffic engineering) and lead to additional AS path inflation. In the next section, we show the extent to which the no-valley routing policy inlhtes AS paths. In Section III-C, we show the extent to which the no-Mlley-and-prefer-customer routing policy inflates AS paths.
B. Path Infition by No-Vulley Routing Policy
In this section, we compare the AS path length with the shortest AS path length given the no-valley routing policy. We have a modified Dijkstra's algorithm for computing the shortest AS path among all no-valley paths. Figure IO shows 12. for each sibling of U,
13.
14.
set the unconstrained path length to be U'S unconstrained path length +1 In Figure 1 I, around 4% of AS pairs have longer AS paths than the shortest AS paths. In Figure 12 , We see that there is a small discrepancy between the shonest AS paths and derived AS paths. This indicates that ASS typically employ more complicated routing policy than the no-valley routing policy. We see that the no-valley routing policy does not i d a t e AS path significantly. This leads us to SNdy a more sophisticated routing policy: no-valley-and-prefercustomer muting policy. AS path length for all AS pairs, where N is the nwobn of ASS and E is the number ofedges in the AS relationshp graph. Note that this algorithm has Lower complexity than the algorithm for no-valley path since it explores less paths than the algorithm for no-valley path due to the prefer customer policy.
For the sakeof comparison, we compare the shortest AS paths and the AS paths derived from the no-valleyand-preferCustomer routing policy in Figure 14 . We see that more than 45% of AS pairs have a longer AS path than the shortest AS path, and AS path can be d a t e d by as long as 9 AS hops. In Figure IS , we see that the AS paths derived from the novsiley-andprefer-customer routing policy can be as long as 14 AS hops while the shonest AS paths are at most IO AS hops.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We performed measurement studies on AS path length and observed that AS paths are inRatcd significantly by interdomain routing policies. This leads us to systematically study the extent of AS path inflation by routing policies. We choose WO typical routing policies to estimate the extent of AS path inflation for all AS pairs. We found that at least 45% of AS pain choose a longa AS path than the shomst AS path. This sNdy shows that the shortest AS path muting policy are not typical routing policies u x d in the current Internet, and AS path inflation is more prevalent than expected. As a pa17 of our fuNre study, we plan to understand how the chosen AS path differs from the AS path resulting From a typical routing pa!icy such as no-valleyand-prefer-customer routing policy. This can give us insight into the routing policies configured in the lntemet and the extent of traffic engineering performed in the Internet
